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Abstract: For a graph G = (V,E), a subset F ⊂ V (G) is called an Rk-vertex-cut of G if
G − F is disconnected and each vertex u ∈ V (G) − F has at least k neighbors in G − F . The
Rk-vertex-connectivity of G, denoted by κ
k(G), is the cardinality of the minimum Rk-vertex-cut
of G, which is a refined measure for the fault tolerance of network G. In this paper, we study κ2
for Cayley graphs generated by k-trees. Let Sym(n) be the symmetric group on {1, 2, · · · , n}
and T be a set of transpositions of Sym(n). Let G(T ) be the graph on n vertices {1, 2, ..., n}
such that there is an edge ij in G(T ) if and only if the transposition ij ∈ T . The graph G(T )
is called the transposition generating graph of T . We denote by Cay(Sym(n),T ) the Cayley
graph generated by G(T ). The Cayley graph Cay(Sym(n),T ) is denoted by TkGn if G(T ) is a
k-tree. We determine κ2(TkGn) in this work. The trees are 1-trees, and the complete graph on
n vertices is a n− 1-tree. Thus, in this sense, this work is a generalization of the such results on
Cayley graphs generated by transposition generating trees[26] and the complete-transposition
graphs[22].
Keywords: Star graphs; Bubble sort graphs; Transposition networks; Fault-tolerance;
Transposition generating trees
1 Introduction
The interconnection network of a communication or distributed computer system is usu-
ally modeled by a (directed) graphG in which the vertices represent the switching elements
or processors and communication links are represented by (directed) edges. The tradi-
tional connectivity κ and the edge connectivity λ of a network are two classic parameters
measuring fault tolerance. The higher these parameters are, the more reliable the net-
work is [16]. However, it always underestimates the resilience of large networks. There is
a discrepancy because the occurrence of events which would disrupt a large network after
a few processor or link failures is highly unlikely. Thus the disruption envisaged occurs in
a worst case scenario (see [10, 17] for a detailed explanation for the shortcoming of using
κ(G) to measure the network reliability). To overcome the shortcoming, Esfahanian [10]
∗The research is supported by NSFC (No.11671296), The Project-sponsored by SRF for ROCS, SEM,
and Fund Program for the Scientific Activities of Selected Returned Overseas Professionals in Shanxi
Province.
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proposed the concept of restricted connectivity which is a special case of conditional con-
nectivity proposed by Harary [12]. This concept was generalized by Latifi et al. [17] to
Rk-vertex-connectivity as a measure of conditional fault tolerance of networks.
A Rk-vertex-set of a graph G is a vertex subset F ⊆ V (G) such that every vertex
u ∈ V (G)− F has at least k neighbors in G − F . A Rg-vertex-cut of a connected graph
G is a Rk-vertex-set F such that G − F is disconnected. The cardinality of a minimum
Rk-cut of G is the Rk-vertex-connectivity of G, denoted by κ
k(G).
Let Γ be a group and S be a subset of Γ \ {1Γ}, where 1Γ is the identity of Γ. Cayley
digraph Cay(Γ, S) is the digraph with vertex set Γ and arc set {(g, g · s) : g ∈ Γ, s ∈ S}.
We say that arc (g, g · s) has label s. In particular, if S−1 = S, then Cay(Γ, S) is an
undirected graph, called Cayley graph.
Cayley (di) graphs have a lot of properties which are desirable in an interconnection
network [13, 15]: vertex symmetry makes it possible to use the same routing protocols and
communication schemes at all nodes; hierarchical structure facilitates recursive construc-
tions; high fault tolerance implies robustness, among others. The transposition networks,
Cayley graphs generated by transpositions, is the most popular family such Cayley graphs.
In particular, star graphs [1] and bubble sort graphs [5] are the most famous ones, see the
survey [13, 15, 18] for other kinds of Cayley graphs.
Since κ(G) ≤ λ(G) ≤ δ(G), a graph G with κ(G) = δ(G) is called maximally vertex
connected and a graph G with λ(G) = δ(G) is called maximally edge connected. It is
well-known [20] that any vertex transitive graph is maximally edge connected (Cayley
(di) graphs are always vertex transitive), and many Cayley graphs are maximally vertex
connected ( such as hypercubes, star graphs, bubble sort graphs, etc.). Works on κ1 of
Cayley graphs generated by transposition trees can be found in [6, 7, 14]. In [21], Wan and
Zhang determined κ2 for star graphs, which was generalized by Cheng et al. [8] to Cayley
graphs generated by transposition trees (independently by Yang [26]). Zhang et al. in [28]
determined κ2 for alternating group graphs, and Cheng et al. [9] generalized the results
in [28] to the Cayley graphs generated by 2-trees. Recently, Yu et al. [29] determined
κ2 for Cayley graphs generated by unicyclic graphs. Wang et al. [22] determined κ2 for
Cayley graphs generated by complete transposition graphs. For the related research on
the Rk-vertex connectivity for the Cayley graphs, we refer to [19, 23, 24, 25, 27].
In this work, we consider Cayley graph Cay(Sym(n), T ), where Sym(n) is the sym-
metric group on {1, 2, ..., n} and T is a set of transpositions of Sym(n). Let G(T ) be
the graph on n vertices {1, 2, ..., n} such that there is an edge ij in G(T ) if and only if
the transposition ij ∈ T . The graph G(T ) is called the transposition generating graph
of T . For convenience, we call Cay(Sym(n), T ) the Cayley graph generated by G(T ). In
particular, if G(T ) is a path, Cay(Sym(n), T ) is the bubble-sort graph, denoted by BSn.
If G(T ) is a star, Cay(Sym(n), T ) is the well-known star graph, denoted by Sn. If G(T )
is a tree, the Cay(Sym(n), T ) includes the BSn and Sn as its subclasses.
A k-tree Tk,n with n vertices is defined recursively as follows: A set of k + 1 mutually
adjacent vertices constitutes a k-tree Tk,k+1 and a k-tree Tk,n+1 is any graph obtained
by joining a new vertex to k mutually adjacent vertices of a k-tree Tk,n. One can see
that if k = 1, then Tk,n is a tree. Thus, the k-trees are a generalization of trees, such a
generalization of trees has been studied extensively, first in [2, 3]. If G(T ) is a k-tree,
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Cay(Sym(n), T ) is denoted by TkGn. In particular, if k = n − 1, then Tn−1,n is the
complete graph. If G(T ) is complete, Cay(Sym(n), T ) is called complete-transposition
graphs, denoted by CTn. Wang et al. determined κ
2(CTn) in [22]. In this paper, we
completely determined κ2(TkGn), which generalizes the results on Cayley graphs generated
by transposition trees and by complete transposition graphs, as transposition trees are
T1,n and the complete transposition graphs are Tn−1,n.
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Figure 1. 2-trees on 5 vertices and 3-tree on 4 vertices
2 Preliminaries
For a graph G, a subgraph G1 of G, and a vertex u ∈ V (G), the neighbor set of u in G1
is NG1(u) = {v is adjacent with u in G}. In particular, if G1 = G, then NG(u) is the
neighbor set of u in G and dG(u) = |NG(u)| is the degree of vertex u in G. The minimum
degree of G is denoted as δ(G). For a subset U ∈ V (G), NG(U) = ∪u∈UNG(u)− U , and
G[U ] is the subgraph of G induced by U . Sometimes, we use a graph itself to represent
its vertex set. For example, NG(G1) is used to denote NG(V (G1)) where G1 is a subgraph
of G, and NF (U) is used to denote NG[F ](U) where F, U are vertex sets. When graph G
is obvious in the context, we omit the subscript G and use N(U) to denote NG(U). A
cycle with length k is called a k-cycle. The length of the shortest cycle of G is called the
girth of G, denoted by g(G).
In this section, we first introduce some notations and former results which will be
used in our proofs. Then we shall derive some structural properties for TkGn. By the
definition, a k-tree Tk,n has kn−
k(k+1)
2
edges and Tk,n contains a triangle if k ≥ 2. Thus
TkGn is a kn −
k(k+1)
2
regular graph on n! vertices. For convenience, we assume n is the
last vertex added on G(T ), that is, the degree of n in G(T ) is k. And we call a vertex
of degree k in Tk,n is a leaf. Moreover, we assume k ≥ 2, as the case for k = 1 has been
considered in [8, 26].
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Figure 2. Cayley graphs T2G4 and T3G4.
One most important property of transposition networks is the hierarchical structure,
which is particularly useful in our inductive arguments.
Assume k < n−1 and n is a leaf of G(T ). One can see that TkGn can be decomposed
into n interconnected copies of TkGn−1, say TkG
1
n−1, TkG
2
n−1, · · · , TkG
n
n−1, where TkG
i
n−1
is the subgraph induced by vertex set {(p1p2 · · · pn−1i) |(p1p2 · · · pn−1) ranges over all per-
mutations of {1, 2, · · · , n}\{i}. In particular, if k = n−1, then TkGn can be decomposed
into n interconnected copies of Tk−1Gn−1, say Tk−1G
1
n−1, Tk−1G
2
n−1, · · · , Tk−1G
n
n−1. With-
out loss of the generality, we always decompose TkGn into n copies by using the leaf n.
For a vertex u ∈ V (TkG
i
n−1), we call the neighbors out of TkG
i
n−1 outsider neighbors. By
the arguments above, one can see the following.
Lemma 2.1. Let 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n be two distinct integers. Then the following holds.
1. Any vertex u ∈ V (TkG
i
n−1) has k outsider neighbors in k different copies.
2. The outsider neighbors of the vertices in TkG
i
n−1 are all different.
3. There are k(n−2)! independent edges between TkG
i
n−1 and TkG
j
n−1. That is, |N(TkG
i
n−1)∩
V (TkG
j
n−1)| = k(n− 2)!
Proof. Suppose u = p1p2 · · · pn−1i ∈ V (TkG
i
n−1) and let i1, i2, · · · , ik be the k neighbors
of n in G(T ). Then u has k outsider neighbors u(i1n) ∈ V (TkG
pi1
n−1), u(i2n) ∈ V (TkG
pi2
n−1),
· · · , u(ikn) ∈ V (TkG
pi
k
n−1). Notice that pik 6= pil for ik, il ∈ {i1, i2, · · · , ik}. Thus, (1)
holds. Since (1) holds, (2) is clearly true. For a vertex u = p1p2 · · · pn−1i ∈ V (TkG
i
n−1),
if j ∈ {pi1, · · · , pik}, then there is an outsider neighbor of u in TkG
j
n−1. Assume pi1 = j,
then there are (n− 2)! such vertices in TkG
i
n−1 and then there are (n− 2)! such outsider
neighbors in TkG
j
n−1. So the subgraph TkG
i
n−1 implies k(n − 2)! outsider neighbor in
TkG
j
n−1. Therefore, (3) holds. 
The following result is due to Cheng and Lipta´k [6] on the Cayley graphs generated
by transpositions.
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Theorem 2.1. Let G be the Cayley graph obtained from a generating graph G(T ) on
{1, 2, · · · , n} with m edges, where m ≥ 7. Suppose that T is a set of vertices of G such
that |T | ≤ 2m − 2 if G(T ) has no triangles and |T | ≤ 2m − 3 if G(T ) has a triangle.
Then one of the following is true:
1. G− T is connected.
2. G− T is disconnected with exactly two components, one of which is a singleton.
3. The transposition generating graph G(T ) has no triangles, G − T is disconnected
with exactly two components, one of which is K2, and |T | = 2m− 2.
4. The transposition generating graph G(T ) has no triangles, G − T is disconnected
with exactly three components, two of which are singletons, and |T | = 2m− 2.
5. The transposition generating graph G(T ) has a triangle, G−T is disconnected with
exactly three components, two of which are singletons, and |T | = 2m− 3.
Notice that a k-tree has kn − k(k+1)
2
edges. By using the lemma above, we have the
following without proof.
Corollary 2.1. For any integer n ≥ 5, 2 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, let TkGn be the Cayley graphs
generated by a k-tree. Then κ1(TkGn) = 2(kn−
k(k+1)
2
)− 2.
The girth of TkGn is 4. For a 4-cycle (u1u2u3u4) where u2 = u1(ij), u3 = u2(kl), u4 =
u3(ij), u1 = u4(kl), and i, j, k, l are all distinct. Call this form of 4-cycle as Type A 4-
cycle. When G(T ) contains triangles, except Type A 4-cycles, there are 4-cycles in TkGk
having the form (u1u2u3u4) where u2 = u1(sp), u3 = u2(pt), u4 = u3(sp), u1 = u4(st), and
spt is the unique 3-cycle in G(T ). Call this form of 4-cycle as Type B 4-cycle.
For any two distinct vertices u, v in TkGn, |N(u)N(v)| ≤ 3. Furthermore, if |N(u)N(v)| =
3 , then the three common neighbors of u and v have the form u1 = u(st) = v(sp), u2 =
u(sp) = v(pt), and u3 = u(pt) = v(st), where spt is a triangle in G(T ). The Cayley graph
TkGn has an important structural property bolew.
Lemma 2.2 ([6]). The Cayley graph TkGn contains no K2,4 as subgraphs.
Recall that we denote the grith of a graph G by g(G). We list the following known
results due to Wang and Zhang.
Theorem 2.2 ([21]). For any integer n ≥ 4, κ2(Sn) = g(n− 3).
Cheng and Lipta´k [8], and Yang and Meng [26] generalized the result above to the
Cayley graphs generated by transposition generating trees.
Theorem 2.3 ([8, 26]). Let Gn be the Cayley graph generated by transposition generating
tree. Then κ2(Gn) = g(n− 3) for n ≥ 4.
Recently, Wang et al. [22] consider the complete transposition graphs.
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Theorem 2.4 ([22]). Let CTn be the complete transposition graph. Then κ
2(CTn) =
2n(n− 1)− 10 for n ≥ 5.
For the Cayley graph generated by unicyclic graphs UCn (an unicyclic graph means
the graph contains exactly one cycle), Yu et al. showed the following.
Theorem 2.5 ([29]). Let UCn be the Cayley graph generated by a unicyclic graph G(T )
and n ≥ 4. Then κ2(UCn) = 4n−10 if G(T ) contains a triangle, and κ
2(UCn) = 4n−10
if G(T ) contains no triangles.
3 Determining κ2(TkGn)
In this section, we shall show that κ2(TkGn) = 4(kn−
k(k+1)
2
)−10 for n ≥ 5, k ≥ 2. Wang
et al. [22] showed that κ2(T3G4) = 16, but 16 6= 4(kn−
k(k+1)
2
)−10. So n ≥ 5 is necessary.
Theorem 3.1. For any integers n ≥ 5, k ≥ 2, κ2(TkGn) = 4(kn−
k(k+1)
2
)− 10.
Proof. If k = n− 1, then the claim holds by the main results in [22]. From now on, we
assume 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 2.
Claim. κ2(TkGn) ≤ 4(kn−
k(k+1)
2
)− 10.
Assume ijk be a triangle in G(T ). Then u, v = u(ij), w = v(jk), z = u(ik) = w(ij)
forms a type B 4-cycle in TkGn, denoted by C. Notice that x = u(jk) = w(ik), y =
v(ik) = z(jk) and TkGn does not contains the K2,4 as subgraph. Then we have |N(C)| =
4(kn − k(k+1)
2
) − 10. We shall show that F = N(C) is an R2-vertex-cut of TkGn. So it
suffices to show that every vertex in TkGn − F has at least two neighbors. This is true
for vertices in C. Let t be a vertex in TkGn −F − V (C). Since TkGn is a bipartite graph
and thus contains no odd cycle, we must have NF (t) ⊂ N({u, w}) or NF (t) ⊂ N({v, z}).
Suppose, without loss of generality, that NF (t) ⊂ N({u, w}). By Lemma 2.2, u and t have
at most 3 common neighbors, otherwise, constitute a K2,4. Similarly, w and t have at
most 3 common neighbors. That is, t is adjacent to at most six vertices in F . So, if n ≥ 6,
or n = 5 and k = 3, then t has at least kn− k(k+1)
2
−6 ≥ 3 neighbors in TkGn−F −V (C).
That is, F is an R2-vertex-cut of TkGn for the cases. Suppose n = 5, k = 2. The Cayley
graph TkGn can be decomposed in 5 copies of T2G4 (see Figure 2 for the T2G4). We
pack the 4-cycle C formed by u = 1324, v = 2314, w = 2134, z = 3124. One can see that
F induces an R2-vertex-cut of the T2G4 including the 4-cycle (in TkGn, say T2G
1
4). Then,
if t is in T2G
1
4, then t has at least two neighbors in TkGn−F −V (C). By Lemma 2.1 (1),
if t 6∈ V (T2G
1
4), then t has at most one neighbor in F ∩V (T2G
1
4). And {u, w} ({v, z}) has
four outsider neighbors. So t has at most five neighbors in N({u, w}). That is, t has at
least kn− k(k+1)
2
− 5 = 7− 5 = 2 neighbors in TkGn − F − V (C). Thus, F = N(C) is an
R2-vertex-cut of TkGn with 4(kn−
k(k+1)
2
)− 10 vertices. The claim holds.
We next show that κ2(TkGn) ≥ 4(kn−
k(k+1)
2
)−10. By contradiction, we suppose that
F is an R2-vertex-cut with size no more than 4(kn−
k(k+1)
2
)−11. Let Fi = V (TkG
i
n−1)∩F .
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Case 1. |Fi| ≤ 2(k(n− 1)−
k(k+1)
2
)− 4 for all i.
Notice that TkGn is maximally connected. Then by Lemma 2.1, TkG
i
n−1 − Fi either
is connected or has at most one singleton. Let J = {i : TkG
i
n−1 − Fi has a singleton}. A
simple count shows that |J | ≤ 4.
Subcase 1.1 TkG
i
n−1 − Fi is connected for all i.
By Lemma 2.1, there are k(n − 2)! independent edges between TkG
i
n−1 and TkG
j
n−1
for any pair {i, j}. Notice that TkG
i
n−1 − Fi ⊂ Fj if TkG
i
n−1 − Fi is disconnected to
TkG
j
n−1 − Fj . One can see that the inequality k(n − 2)! > 2[2(k(n − 1) −
k(k+1)
2
) − 4]
holds if n ≥ 6. Thus, TkG
i
n−1 − Fi is connected to TkG
j
n−1 − Fj for all j 6= i, that is,
TkGn − F is connected if n ≥ 6, or n = 5 and k = 3, a contradiction. When n = 5 and
k = 2, the inequality becomes an equality. That is, if there exists one pair {i, j} such that
TkG
i
n−1 − Fi is disconnected to TkG
j
n−1 − Fj , then |Fi| = |Fj| = 2(k(n− 1)−
k(k+1)
2
)− 4
and |F | − |Fi| − |Fj| = 2. Therefore, there must exist an integer l such that Fl = ∅. Since
k(n− 2)! > 2(k(n− 1)− k(k+1)
2
)− 4 ≥ |Fi| for n ≥ 5, TkG
l
n−1 is connected to TkG
j
n−1−Fj
for each j. Thus, TkGn − F is connected if n ≥ 5, a contradiction.
Subcase 1.2 There is exactly one i such that TkG
i
n−1 − Fi is disconnected.
Without loss of generality, we assume TkG
1
n−1−F1 is disconnected, that is, TkG
1
n−1−F1
contains exactly two components such that one of them is a singleton v. Since TkGn is
maximally connected, we have |F1| ≥ k(n−1)−
k(k+1)
2
. By an argument similar to that of
Subcase 1.1, one can see that TkG
2
n−1 − F2, · · · , TkG
n
n−1 − Fn are in the same component
C of TkGn − F . Now we show that the large component H of TkG
1
n−1 − F1 is also in C.
Notice that TkG
1
n−1 − F1 − {v} has k[(n − 1)! − |F1| − 1] outsider neighbors. However,
|F − F1| < k[(n − 1)!− |F1| − 1]. So TkG
1
n−1 − F1 is in the large component C, and {v}
is either a component or in C. This contradicts with F being an R2-vertex-cut.
Subcase 1.3 There is exactly two integer i’s such that TkG
i
n−1 − Fi is disconnected.
Without loss of generality, we assume that TkG
1
n−1 − F1 and TkG
2
n−1 − F2 are dis-
connected. Let v1 and v2 be the singletons of TkG
1
n−1 − F1 and TkG
2
n−1 − F2 respec-
tively. Thus, we have |F1| ≥ k(n − 1) −
k(k+1)
2
and |F2| ≥ k(n − 1) −
k(k+1)
2
. Simi-
larly, TkG
3
n−1 − F3, · · · , TkG
n
n−1 − Fn are in the same component C of TkGn − F . Since
TkG
1
n−1−F1−{v1} (TkG
2
n−1−F2−{v2}) has at least k[(n−1)!−|F1|−1]−k(n−2)! outsider
neighbors in TkGn− V (TkG
2
n−1) and |F −F1−F2| < k[(n− 1)!− |F1| − 1]− k(n− 2)!, we
have that the larger components in TkG
1
n−1 − F1 (TkG
2
n−1 − F2) is also in the same com-
ponent C. The subgraph induced by {v1, v2} has degree at most one. So this contradicts
with F being an R2-vertex-cut again.
Subcase 1.4 There is exactly three integer i’s such that TkG
i
n−1 − Fi is disconnected.
Without loss of generality, we assume that TkG
1
n−1−F1, TkG
2
n−1−F2 and TkG
3
n−1−F3
are disconnected such that v1, v2 and v3 are the corresponding singletons, respectively.
Similarly, TkG
4
n−1 − F4, · · · , TkG
n
n−1 − Fn are in the same component C of TkGn − F .
We show that TkG
i
n−1 − F1 − {vi}, i = 1, 2, 3 is also in C. Notice that TkG
i
n−1 − F1 −
{vi}, (i = 1, 2, 3) has at least k[(n − 1)! − |F1| − 1] − 2k(n − 2)! outsider neighbors in
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TkGn− V (TkG
2
n−1 ∪ TkG
3
n−1) and k[(n− 1)!− |F1| − 1]− 2k(n− 2)! > |F −F1−F2−F3|.
So TkG
i
n−1−F1−{vi}, i = 1, 2, 3 is also in C. Clearly, the subgraph induced by {v1, v2, v3}
contains a vertex of degree at most one, a contradiction.
Subcase 1.5 There is exactly four integer i’s such that TkG
i
n−1 − Fi is disconnected.
Without loss of generality, we assume that TkG
1
n−1−F1, TkG
2
n−1−F2, TkG
3
n−1−F3 and
TkG
4
n−1−F4 are disconnected such that v1, v2, v3 and v4 are the corresponding singletons,
respectively. Similarly, TkG
i
n−1−Fi−{vi} (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and TkG
i
n−1−Fi−{vi} (i ≥ 5) are
in the same component of TkGn−F . That is, if F is an R2-vertex-cut, then {v1, v2, v3, v4}
forms a 4-cycle.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that v1v2v3v4v1 is a 4-cycle and v1 = p1p2 · · ·
2 · · ·3 · · · 4 · · ·pn−11. Then we have v2 = p1p2 · · · 1 · · · 3 · · · 4 · · · pn−12 and v4 = p1p2 · · · 2
· · · 3 · · · 1 · · · pn−14. On the one hand, v3 = p1p2 · · · 1 · · · 2 · · · 4 · · · pn−13 since v2 is a
neighbor of v3 by using some edge due to the leaf n. On the other hand, v3 = p1p2 · · · 2
· · · 4 · · · 1 · · · pn−13 since v4 is a neighbor of v3. This is impossible.
Case 2. |Fi| ≥ 2(k(n− 1)−
k(k+1)
2
)− 3 for some i.
Let I = {i : |Fi| ≥ 2(k(n− 1)−
k(k+1)
2
)− 3}. Since |F | ≤ 4(kn− k(k+1)
2
)− 11, we have
|I| ≤ 2. For j 6∈ I, TkG
j
n−1 − Fj contains at most one singleton uj (if it exists).
Subcase 2.1 |I| = 1.
Without loss of generality, we assume I = {1}. We first assume that C = ∪j 6=1TkG
j
n−1−
Fj is connected. Since F is an R2-vertex-cut, there is a component H of TkGn − F in
TkG
1
n−1−F1. Clearly, each vertex ofH has at least two neighbors in TkG
1
n−1−F1. Let P =
v1v2v3v4 be a path ofH . Since H is a component of TkGn−F , each vertex x ∈ NTkG1n−1(P )
is either in F or its outsider neighbors in F . Thus |F | ≥ |N(P )| ≥ 4(kn− k(k+1)
2
)− 10, a
contradiction.
Assume C is not connected. Thus there is some TkG
j
n−1−Fj containing two component
one which is a singleton. Similarly, the larger component of TkG
j
n−1 − Fj for j = 2, 3, · · ·
are in the same component of TkGn − F , denoted by C
′. Let U be set of singletons of
TkG
j
n−1 − Fj which are disconnected to C
′. Clearly, U 6= ∅ since C is not connected.
Notice that F is an R2-vertex-cut and uj has at most one outsider neighbor in TkG
1
n−1.
So |U | ≥ 2. A simple count shows that |U | ≤ 3 since |F | ≤ 4(kn− k(k+1)
2
)− 10. Assume
|U | = 3 and U = {u2, u3, u4}. Each neighbor of uj, j = 2, 3, 4 is either in F or in TkG
1
n−1.
Then we have |F | ≥ |F1|+3(k(n−1)−
k(k+1)
2
)+(k−3)+2(k−2) ≥ 3(k(n−1)− k(k+1)
2
)−
3+ 2(k(n− 1)− k(k+1)
2
) + (k− 3) + 2(k− 2) > 4(kn− k(k+1)
2
)− 11 ≥ |F |, a contradiction.
So |U | = 2.
Assume, without loss of generality, U = {u2, u3}. Since F is an R2-vertex-cut and uj
has at most one neighbor in TkG
1
n−1 for j = 2, 3, u2 is a outsider neighbor of u3. Similarly,
one can see that the components in TkG
1
n−1−F1, which are disconnected to the edge u2u3,
are connected to C ′. Let u′2 and u
′
3 be the outsider neighbors of u2 and u3 respectively.
Then u′2 (and u
′
3) has k − 1 outsider neighbors in ∪
n
i=4TkG
i
n−1 by Lemma 2.1. We have
known that the edges with label (in) due to the leaf n can not induce a 4-cycle. So the
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outsider neighbor of u′2 (u
′
3 ) is not the neighbor of u2 and u3. This implies u
′
2 and u
′
3
have 2(k−1) outsider neighbors in F −F1−F2−F3−N
n
∪i=4
(u2)−N
n
∪i=4
(u3). Notice that
|F | − |F1| − |NTkG2n−1(u2)| − |NTkG3n−1(u3)| − |N
n
∪i=4
(u2)| − |N
n
∪i=4
(u3)| ≥ 4(kn−
k(k+1)
2
)−
11− [2(k(n−1)− k(k+1)
2
)−3]−2[k(n−1)− k(k+1)
2
]−2(k−2) < 2(k−1). This is impossible.
Subcase 2.2 |I| = 2.
Without loss of generality, we assume I = {1, 2}. There is at most one integer j such
that TkG
j
n−1 − Fj is disconnected and one of its two component is the singleton uj. Let
C = ∪j 6=1,2TkG
j
n−1 − Fj .
First, we assume C is connected. Then there is a component H of TkGn − F in
(TkG
1
n−1 − F1) ∪ (TkG
2
n−1 − F2) since F is an R2-vertex-cut. Clearly, the degree of each
vertex in H is at least 2. Notice that TkGn is bipartite and contains no the K2,4 as
subgraph. A simple count shows that |N(H)| > |F | if 4 ≤ |V (H)| ≤ 6. This is impossible.
Thus we assume |V (H)| ≥ 7. Then we may take four vertices from H ∩ TkG
1
n−1 (or
H ∩ TkG
2
n−1), say v1, v2, v3, v4. The four vertices have 4k outsider neighbors and at most
four of them are in TkG
2
n−1. So there are at least 4k− 4 outsider neighbors of v1, v2, v3, v4
in ∪nj=3TkG
j
n−1. However, |F | − |F1| − |F2| ≤ 4k− 5. This implies that H is connected to
C, a contradiction.
We next assume C is disconnected. Then C consists of two components such that
one of them is a singleton. Assume that u is the singleton of C and let C ′ = C − {u}.
Without loss of generality, we assume u ∈ TkG
3
n−1. Similarly, there is a component H of
TkGn − F in (TkG
1
n−1 − F1) ∪ (TkG
2
n−1 − F2) ∪ {u}. If u is not in H , then we are done
(see the argument above). Thus, u ∈ V (H). Note u has at least k − 2 outsider neighbors
in ∪nj=4(TkG
j
n−1). Similarly, one may take v1, v2, v3 from H ∩ TkG
1
n−1 (or H ∩ TkG
2
n−1),
and v1, v2, v3 have at least 3(k− 2) outsider neighbors in ∪
n
j=4(TkG
j
n−1). Thus, 4(k− 2) ≤
|F −F1−F2−F3| ≤ 4k− 5− [k(n− 1)−
k(k+1)
2
]. This implies 3− [k(n− 1)− k(k+1)
2
] > 0,
a contradiction. 
Combining Theorem 2.2, Theorem 2.3, and Theorem 2.4, we have the following corol-
lary.
Corollary 3.1. Let TkGn be a Cayley graph generated by a k-tree G(T ) and n ≥ 5.
(1) If k ≥ 2, then κ2(TkGn) = 4(kn−
k(k+1)
2
)− 10;
(2) If k = 1 and G(T ) is not a star, then κ2(TkGn) = 4(kn−
k(k+1)
2
)− 8;
(3) If G(T ) is a star, then κ2(TkGn) = 6(kn−
k(k+1)
2
)− 12.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we completely determined κ2(TkGn), where TkGn is a Cayley graph gener-
ated by a k-tree. As k-tree is a generalization of tree and the complete graph is also a
n − 1-tree, the result in this paper generalizes the result in [8] by Cheng and Lipta´k on
Cayley graphs generated by transposition trees (independently by Yang and Meng [26]),
and Wang’s result on the complete transposition graphs [22]. One can see that the size of
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the neighborhood of a shortest cycle of a graph usually provides an upper bound for κ2
of the graphs. The proof in this paper shows that κ2(TkGn) reaches this upper bound. In
this sense, TkGn is optimal with respect to κ
2, and thus has high fault tolerance measured
by κ2.
Currently, there are only several results on κ2 for some special Cayley graphs. The
problems on determining general transposition networks is still open (Cayley graphs gen-
erated by an arbitrary set of transpositions.). Combining Theorem 2.5 and the main
result in this paper, we leave a problem below.
Conjecture 1. Assume that G(T ) is connected. Let Gn the Cayley graph generated by
G(T ). Then the following holds.
(1) If G(T ) contains a triangle, then κ2(Gn) = 4|E(G(T ))| − 10 for n ≥ 5;
(1) If G(T ) contains no triangles, then κ2(Gn) = 4|E(G(T ))| − 8 for n ≥ 4.
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